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Paleotectonic implications of the
Permo-Carboniferous Pagoda

Formation, Beardmore Glacier area
JULIA M.G. MILLER and BARBARA J. WAUGH

Department of Geology
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Nashville, Tennessee 37235

Sedimentologic aspects of the glaciogenic Pagoda Formation
place constraints upon the paleotectonic setting of the
Beardmore Glacier area during Permo-Carboniferous time and
pertain in particular to the proximity of this region to the paleo-
Pacific margin of Gondwana. Glaciogenic beds form the base of
the Victoria Group. Rare palynomorphs from the uppermost
Pagoda Formation show that these rocks are of Permo-Car-
boniferous age (Askin personal communication). In the central
Transantarctic Mountains, Permo-Triassic units of the upper
Victoria Group were deposited on the cratonic side of a back-arc
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Figure 1. Selected stratigraphic columns through the Pagoda Formation in the Beardmore Glacier area showing interpretation of glacial
advance and retreat. ["MP" denotes "Markham Plateau" (northwest). "MC" denotes "Mount Counts" (north face). "ME" denotes "Mount
Elizabeth?' "Mu" denotes "Mount Hermanson?' "m" denotes "meter"] For more details see Miller (in preparation).
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or foreland basin which lay behind a caic-alkaline volcanic arc
(Barrett, Grindley, and Webb 1972; Elliot 1975; Collinson in
preparation).

Facies within the Pagoda Formation include diamictite, sand-
stone, and shale. The characteristics of each are described by
Lindsay (1968, 1970), Miller and Waugh (1986), and Miller (in
preparation). The facies association is consistent with deposi-
tion in a terrestrial region close to the terminus of a temperate
glacier. There is no sedimentologic evidence which suggests
proximity to the continental margin. Moreover, a very high
carbon/sulphur ratio from two Pagoda shale samples indicates a
nonmarine depositional environment (Berner personal
communication).

Within the formation, episodes of glacial advance and retreat
can be recognized principally through analysis of facies se-
quences. On the basis of the preserved sedimentary record,
major advance-retreat cycles can be distinguished from more
minor pauses in sedimentation, fluctuations of the ice margin,
or changes in basal ice dynamics, which are represented by
individual sedimentary features within diamictite units (Miller
in preparation). Three or four major glacial cycles are commonly
present, and up to six may be visible in thicker, northern Pagoda
sections (figure 1). Between the Ohio Range and northern Vic-
toria Land, thicknesses of Permo-Carboniferous glaciogenic
rocks range from 0 to 375 meters (Lindsay 1968). Within this
region, the Pagoda Formation is unusually thick (100 to 375
meters, figure 1), particularly considering that it records ter-
restrial deposition and preservation of several erosional and
depositional episodes (glacial advances and retreats). The thick-
ness may be due to either greater subsidence in the Beardmore
area as compared to neighboring areas or infilling of an irreg-
ular paleotopography.

Paleo-ice flow and paleocurrent transport in the Beardmore
area were dominantly toward the southeast (figure 2; see also
Lindsay 1968, 1970). Paleoslope indicators show more scatter,
possibly with a dominant slope toward the southwest (figure
2C). Regionally in the Transantarctic Mountains, the paleo-ice
flow directions approximately parallel the trend of the outcrop
belt with some divergence in the vicinity of the Queen Maud
Mountains (Coates 1985). The probable distribution of ice cen-
ters (Lindsay 1970; Frakes, Matthews and Crowell 1971; Coates
1985) and the directions of ice movement indicate that the Per-
mo-Carboniferous continental margin did not lie close to the
present outcrop belt.

Clasts in Pagoda diamictites are dominantly granitic rocks
and quartzite. Other high- and low-grade metamorphic rocks
are also common and some sedimentary rocks occur (see also
Lindsay 1968). Petrographic data for Pagoda sandstones and
selected diamictites are shown in figure 3. Together, the clast
and petrographic data show that Pagoda sediments were de-
rived from a stable continental block region with some contribu-
tion from a quartz-rich recycled orogen (Dickinson et al. 1983).
Very rare volcanic lithic fragments exist in a few Pagoda rocks,
but Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks of the East Antarctic craton
provided most of the debris.

Figure 2. A. Paleo-ice flow directions from orientation of striated
surfaces within Pagoda Formation. One data point gives unique
transport direction toward southeast: vector mean calculated on
assumption that others also reflect transport to south and east. B.
Paleocurrent data for Pagoda Formation. C. Orientation of fold axes
of soft-sediment folds in Pagoda Formation.
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Figure 3. Triangular diagram showing petrographic composition of
Pagoda Formation sandstones ("ss," N = 54) and diamictites
("dmct," N 21). ("Om" denotes monocrystalline quartz?' "F" de-
notes "feldspar?' "Lt" denotes "lithic fragments," including poly-
crystalline quartz.)

In summary, the terrestrial glacial facies assemblage, paleo-
ice flow directions, and provenance data for the Pagoda Forma-
tion indicate deposition in a stable cratonic region distant from
the paleo-Pacific margin of East Antarctica. There is no evidence
for an active continental margin in the vicinity of the present
central Transantarctic Mountains during Permo-Carboniferous
time. These data, therefore, lend support to reconstructions of
the Pacific margin of Gondwana which place microcontinental
blocks, now in West Antarctica and New Zealand, adjacent to
the present continental outline of East Antarctica (Daiziel and
Elliot 1982).

This study is based on data collected from 17 Pagoda sections
in the Beardmore Glacier area visited during November and

December 1985. The research was supported by National Sci-
ence Foundation grant DPP 84-18445.
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This note summarizes our work on the late Precambrian to
early Paleozoic basement of the central Transantarctic Moun-
tains from 1 June 1986 through 1 June 1987 and is intended to
supplement two reports published in the 1986 review issue of
the Antarctic Journal (Borg et al. 1986; Borg and DePaolo 1986).
Current results of specific aspects of this work are available in
three abstracts (Borg and DePaolo 1987a, 1987b; and Goodge
and Borg 1987).

Field program. Geologic mapping and sampling of granitic and
metamorphic rocks was done in the Gabbro Hills in November
1986. Early Paleozoic plutonic rocks occupy a large proportion
of the region (approximately 80-90 percent) and are mainly
diorite, tonalite, and granodiorite with only one gabbroic plu-
ton (compare with McGregor 1965). December was spent com-
pleting our mapping and sampling of the Miller Range which
was begun in 1985-1986. Work on the structural geology of the
Miller Formation and the Nimrod Group has confirmed and
elaborated on our findings described last year (Borg et al. 1986).
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